NEVEPLAST: An innovative concept
Neveplast produces artificial slopes with unique features for Nordic skiing allowing the practise of this
sport regardless of climatic conditions and without the use of water all year round. Neveplast is the
only artificial surface in the world certified with the same slipperiness as real snow.

It is an innovative product, which aims to integrate with snow when there is little of it or substitute it
allowing skiing throughout the year both in cities and in the mountains. Neveplast is able to simulate
the conditions and characteristics of the ski slopes, from the easiest ones to those for skilled skiers
only, for training and strengthening, and to follow beginners from their “first steps” to the perfection of
their style.

NP50 FREE TECHNIQUE
The surface is composed of small sized modules that are assembled together through a quick coupling
system that allows high flexibility and perfect adhesion of the product to the ground. The slipperiness,
scientifically certified in a research laboratory, is the same as real snow, allowing the reproduction of
athletic movements. The special conical shape of the bristles along with their consistency and stiffness
allow excellent sliding performance both with the ski flat and also when on the edge, providing very
good side grip. This results in easy skiing with the same sensation as skiing on compact snow.

NEVEPLAST NP50 CLASSIC TECHNIQUE
The slope consists of a series of modules made of an ABS shell with two inside lanes of Neveplast
material. The dimensions of the lanes are taken from the official FIS race format. The coupling system
of the modules is fast and easy. Alongside the lanes there is a 30 cm. side profile which ensures the
perfect cleaning of the slope. The ski poles, during the pushing phase touch the plastic side profile and
not the ground. This guarantees best performance during the pushing phase by not allowing the ski
poles to slip. Inside the lanes the Neveplast Np50 material is inserted ensuring very good performances
in slipperiness and side grip.

EQUIPMENT
On Neveplast Np50 you can use the same equipment as that used on snow. The high level of slipperiness
and the special mix ensure that the equipment is not subject to any wear, notwithstanding regular and
continuous use. These characteristics make Neveplast Np50 very advantageous to all those wishing to
develop an installation, guaranteeing very low management costs. For skiing on Neveplast Np50 in the
Classic Technique it is recommend the use of squamate skis.

SLIPPERINESS
This technical feature is influenced by the material used and the design of the bristles. This is the reason
why we use mixes of plastic materials with percentages of dry lubricants guaranteeing the excellent
slipperiness. This feature is further improved by the use of sliding agents of our own production.

For fun and sport in every place and weather condition, Neveplast is also: Np30 & Tubby

INFO & CONTACTS: tel. +39 035 4536661 - www.neveplast.it - neveplast@neveplast.it

